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How many female artists are in your collection? This pointed question has

become increasingly topical within the art market in recent years — with

gallerists, dealers, and artists, acknowledging the need for more women at the

nexus of culture.

In the spirit of Women’s History Month 2021, we have curated a list of dynamic

female artists whose trailblazing oeuvres are sure to elevate even the most

robust collection.

Chloe Wise

chloewise_
185.7k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

7,375 likes
chloewise_
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view all 52 comments
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Having exploded onto London’s contemporary art scene in 2019 with her

beguiling portraits, Montreal-native Chloe Wise has quickly become an

international sensation. Represented by the ultra-chic Mayfair gallery Almine

Rech, the 31-year-old has exhibited in both Paris and New York in recent years

— earning her a plethora of celebrity admirers like model-turned-actress Suki

Waterhouse and French designer Simon Porte Jacquemus. The pride of

Canadians everywhere, Wise is an absolute dynamo.

Antonia Showering

antoniashowering
White Cube View Profile

View More on Instagram

4,905 likes
antoniashowering

👁

 ‘Endless Search’ 

👁

 2020 on show in my solo online exhibition with @whitecube. Find it
on their website or click the link in my bio.

Curated by Susan May, Global Artistic Director

Photo © White Cube (Ollie Hammick)
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A British-favourite, Antonia Showering is no stranger to media attention.

Following her fantastic solo-exhibition last August at Jay Jopling’s White Cube

gallery in London, the 30-year-old virtuoso’s work Endless Search went positively

viral. Consummate tastemakers like French It-Girl Camille Charriere and

Adowa Aboah — founder of the empowering Gurls Talk podcast— championed

the enigmatic work on social media, garnering global attention.

Austyn Weiner

austyn
78.5k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

1,414 likes
austyn
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Devoted fans of Gigi Hadid will know that her favourite artist is the inimitable

painter Austyn Weiner. The two famously volunteered for UNICEF together in

Senegal, Africa, and since then, the supermodel has consistently shared her

ever-expanding collection of Weiner’s multimedia creations on social media.

The 32-year-old made her London debut in 2020 — following smashing

successes in NYC and LA — with her critically acclaimed exhibition Nobody’s

Baby at the glamorous Carl Kostyál Gallery.

Nengi Omuku

A powerful new voice, Nigerian-born artist Nengi Omuku has brought African

batik-style renderings to the forefront of the British art market. With her balmy

colour-palette and regal representations of black women, the 34-year-old was

the proud recipient of the British Council CHOGM Art Award —presented by

HM Queen Elizabeth II. With representation at London’s swanky Kristin

Hjellegjerde Gallery, Omuku’s influence is sure to grow substantially in the

years to come.

Hermione Gibbs

hermionegibbs.painter
2,145 followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

213 likes
hermionegibbs.painter
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Previously featured in Tatler’s November 2018 issue, Hermione Gibbs is a wildly

talented member of the beau monde. Best-known for her atmospheric

landscapes of the Highlands and Fauvist-style portraits of hunting dogs, the

Scottish beauty’s star continues to rise. Adored by the Moncreiffe sisters and

Edward Windsor, Lord Downpatrick, the 33-year-old was commissioned by

society darling Lady Amelia Windsor (youngest sister of Lord Downpatrick) to

paint her portrait just this past autumn.

Alba Hodsoll

albahodsollstudio
Connolly View Profile

View More on Instagram

478 likes
albahodsollstudio

Portrait by @finn_constantine for my current exhibition ‘CURVE’ on view at @connolly
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An ode to the sacred feminine, the works of London-based artist Alba Hodsoll

are an enticing juxtaposition between restrained elegance and carnal desires.

Fluent in several mediums, Hodsoll appeals to the most discerning collectors

— with her works in the superbly curated collection of British Royal Flora

Vesterberg (née Ogilvy) and financier husband, Timothy Vesterberg. The 31-

year-old’s work is often displayed at the luxurious Connolly London and has

been profiled in LOVE Magazine.

Victoria De Lesseps

The art world’s designated enfant terrible Victoria De Lesseps, daughter of

Count Alexandre De Lesseps, is the latest name on every fashionable

collector’s wish-list. Following a brilliant showing at Art Basel Miami and

several exhibitions in NYC last year, the 27-year-old’s visceral creations are

steadily becoming a collection must-have amongst the art world elite. A proud

graduate of the prestigious Pratt Institute, De Lesseps has beauty and brains in

excelsis.

Flora Yukhnovich

victoriamirogallery
330.6k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

1,667 likes
victoriamirogallery

Victoria Miro is delighted to announce the representation of #FloraYukhnovich.⠀
⠀

The London-based painter, whose work was first shown at the gallery in a group exhibition
in 2019 and has held two subsequent solo exhibitions inspired by a residency with the
gallery in Venice, will have a solo show in London in 2022.⠀
⠀

@flora_yukhnovich is acclaimed for paintings in which she adopts the language of Rococo,
reimagining the dynamism of works by eighteenth-century artists such as Giovanni Battista
Tiepolo, François Boucher, Nicolas Lancret and Jean-Antoine Watteau through a filter of
contemporary cultural references including film, food and consumerism.⠀
-⠀
Image: Portrait of Flora Yukhnovich © Andree Martis⠀

#FloraYukhnovich #VictoriaMiro #VM #VMartists
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Promoted by the likes of British socialite Chiara di Carcaci and collected by

interiors-guru Martin Ephson, Flora Yukhnovich has bewitched the glitterati

with her reimagining of Rococo’s visual language. After being signed to

London’s Victoria Miro last year, the 29-year-old was celebrated in the

Financial Times and appeared on the immensely popular The Great Women Artists

podcast, hosted by curator Katy Hessel. Grand in scale and saturated with

romantic hues, Yukhnovich’s works are the ideal companions to opulent

interiors.

Annie Morris

What indicates a truly erudite art collector? The most straightforward answer

is an Annie Morris sculpture. As definitive markers of taste, these vivid

masterpieces are coveted by the upper-echelons of the art market. Beloved by

the notoriously choosy Parisian art scene, the 43-year-old’s multicoloured

totems inhabit the exquisite Louis Vuitton flagship store at Place Vendôme,

Paris — a testament to her magnetism. Represented by Mayfair’s Timothy

Taylor gallery (eponymously named for its founder who famously married Lady

Helen Windsor), Morris’ career is a triumph.

Yee Sookyung

nengiomuku
Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery View Profile

View More on Instagram

887 likes
nengiomuku

My heart is so happy!! Thank you so much to everyone that was able to make it to the
opening of Gathering inspite of the unexpected lockdown announcement! To the amazing
@kristinhjellegjerde and the team @kristinhjellegjerdegallery @hedvigrali @elenagf_artist
and Fernando and Fernando 

😂

you made magic happen yesterday and I will always be
grateful!! 

❤

 stay safe and stay corona free. Gathering will reopen when London reopens.
Lots of love to you all!!! xxx swipe to see my first reaction when it was installed 

😂

. Secretly
filmed by @chibundu.onuzo 

❤

photo by big sis @daughtersofbotany 

❤
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victoriadelesseps
22.2k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

1,053 likes
victoriadelesseps

It’s out 

🌫

 Feature on Tatler.com written by the wonderful @artmayasha. Thank you for your
titillating words & much love @tatlermagazine 

💎

 Link in Bio & check out website for
artworks www.VLWORK.com
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annie_morris_studio
18.8k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

1,646 likes
annie_morris_studio
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museomadre
66k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

806 likes
museomadre

Inaugurata ieri la prima mostra personale dell’artista sud-coreana Yeesookyung in Italia, nata
da un’idea di Sylvain Bellenger e Andrea Viliani con Sabrina Rastelli.

by REBECCA COPE

Instagram's favourite
florist Willow Crossley
has collaborated with
Barneby Gates on a
floral wallpaper
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Having made a splash in 2020 with her magical exhibition I Am Not the Only

One but Many, at Mayfair’s ritzy Massimo De Carlo gallery, Korean artist Yee

Sookyung has further solidified herself as a pioneer of porcelain ceramics.

Harnessing the ancient craft of Kintsugi — the art of rejoining broken pottery

pieces back together with 24K gold leaf — the 58-year-old’s captivating works

earned her a feature in Tatler Hong Kong in 2018, after her coup de mâitre at the

57th Venice Biennale.

Subscribe now for a trial offer of 3 issues for £1 plus free digital editions and home delivery.

da un’idea di Sylvain Bellenger e Andrea Viliani con Sabrina Rastelli.
Una produzione #museomadre e @museoboscocapodimonte 
Foto Amedeo Benestante
.
#napoli #korea #art #madrenapoli #biennaledivenezia
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